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Not Invited.
WofKsCurù>

tfbUiWCôtAfr- In Ktotinz’s Jungle Book tiw, 
monkey-pM* whooping through the

sS*Sê~S-ksr£ï.
offers a three year»’ Course of Train. jngB to notice them. The Soviet crew 
^re'S a»tSSS&'-S- 'are like that. Their latest manifesto

sassssSsKSa monthly allowance and tr&veHln» party in Washington where affaire of In case of an accide l,Esr= “ «I îts=f-,
Living things over. Bolshevism does necessary, send for a physician, 
not speak the language of cod and I if a blood vessel has been cut or 

and ordered debate. It fills the ruptured, note the color of the blood, 
air with fireworks; its sound and fury jf it is dark red and flows freely from 
signify nothing. It is not invited be

lt doeiTnot know how to behave.
We had a very fair «ample of the 
Bolshevist ideal of political 
tions in their weird gathering of the 
clans at Baku last September. Any 
wild lie went at that gathering, if 
only it was

a pretty good-^against property and private right 
and established order. The dominant 
personal force at that congress 
Enver Pasha: the paramount political 
concept was Lenine’s dream of the 
world ascendancy of communism, as 
Zinovieff expounded it.

Naturally, there can be no enthusi- 
to ask to the council at Washing-

NURSES 4»

The Secret of the 
Old Chateau than necessary, so that the new f.kim 

may form without hindrance.
In some cases of choking the ob

struction may be removed by the 
finger. Otherwise, the swallowing of 
an unchewed crust of bread will com
monly give relief.

When a child has pushed an ob- 
a. ... struction, like a bean or a grain of

the wound without spurting, it comes coffee up into r8 no9e> 0ne should not
from a vein and the flow iy to the ^ excited and ^ for it with other 
heart. If the blood is a bright red hard 8Ub»tances which may only ag- 
and comes in spurts, it comes from an vate the difficulty. If a little cay- 
artery and the flow is from the heart enne pepper j8 merely rubbed on the
and bo there is great danger. In this child,g upper jiPf the child will set
case send for a physician and act at violent|y ^ Bneezing and the obstruc- 

The patient should be laid down tion wm ^ promptly dislodged, 
so that as much as possible the cir- When any foreign matter gets into 
culation should be quieted. Apply a the eye> resoiutely abstain from rub- 
bandage between the injury and the w the eye. Often forcibly blowing 
heart and tighten it by twisting with the n08e wiU ^ the rest. If not. a 
a stick. But this should be prolonged jlc]per may a fine point in a silk 
no further than necessary. handkerchief and with it painlessly

To staunch the flow of blood, warm remove 
water should never be used, because cially successful in the removal of 
this will only stimulate the trouble, insects.
Foreign and germ-laden substances, When a foreign substance gets into 
like the bare, undisinfected fingers, the ear, be very careful because the 
mud, tobacco, and cobwebs, should ear j8 delicate. In case of an insect 
never be allowed to come in cop tact a fpw drops of oil will drown it and 
with the wound. The wound stibuld cause it to float to the surface where 
be covered as soon as possible but jt may be removed. But hard sub- 
only with a surgical dressing. Tips stances should not be put into the ear. 
consists of cotton or gauze which ha* jn insect stings, if the sting is stfll 
been surgically treated to disinfect it.' present it should be removed. Then 

For bruises, first bathe the parts in i 
water as hot as can be borne to takfrf^ater will relieve the pain.

In case of a broken bone, it will 
allay anxiety to know that it does not 
have to be set immediately. However, 
do not delay to send for the doctor. 
Meanwhile, unless absolutely neces
sary, the patient should not be moved, 
for fear that the sharp edges of the 
bone may lacerate the flesh. With 
both hands gently lift the injured part 
while someone puts a pad or cushion 
under it. Cold, wet cloths should be
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By DAVID WHIJELAW.

(Counted " 7 ,0°ked ; “
listen—provided always that his g.ass “Besides__I don’t intend to kill
was kept replenished. I friend Robert. I am not the one to

Haverton alone seemed to have put a noose round my neck—our 
changed. There was less color in the necfcs. it aeems to me that the other 
heavy cheeks, and his merriment,1 Affair doesn’t count for anything now. 
forced and intermittent, was punctu- That paper is the only evidence and 
ated at intervals by littlê spells of it’s easily destroyed. I never meant 
moody svîenee, when he would sit to kill that man—oh, you may as well 
absently twisting the stem of bis wine know it all; it was an accident, not 
glass or nervously crumbling the murder.” 
bread on the table-cloth before him. | “Seems to me it was

Afi on the previous night, they sat imitation.” ... .
late over their coffee and cigars, and,| “Never mmd what it seems, Eddie, 
as before, billiards followed dinner. I’ll explain one of these days, if you 
It was midnight before the old col- ' care to listen. Meanwhile, we ve got 
onel was helped into his coat and de- ; to be out of here by Tuesday. Evi- 
livered over to the care of John to dence or no evidence, Baxenter knows 
escort to his home. t I the truth and we would never be safe

As a little later, the Barchester in England, although without this bit 
men rose to take their departure, Dar- of paper I don’t quite see what he can 
tin made a sign to Eddie that he do. Again, it’s out of the question 
should accompany them to the door, to think of killing him—his friends 
He himself waited behind for a mo- know he is visiting here. Jt 
ment to light his cigar; then, passing bolt, Eddie—an undignified exit for 
at the back of the little table near us. I’ve never shown you the cellars 
which Robert was standing, deftly, of the Towers, have 17’ 
passed his hand over the solicitor’s He took Haverton s arm and led 
tumbler and hurried into the hall j him from the room, re-locking the 
after Eddie and his guests. door behind them. From an arch-

Robert Baxenter, left alone, tossed way at the back of the hall a flight 
off the remainder of his whiskey-and- j of broad stone steps wound down to 
soda and threw his cigar-end away, the kitchens. At the foot < of these 
preparatory to bidding his host good Dartin struck a match and lit the 
night. He did not relish spending candle in a lantern which he took 
longer with his enemies—the night down from a hook on the great dres- 
had passed quicker that he ha"d 
thought. What a long time they were.
He would go to bed. Why, what was

sane
Synopsis of Later Chapters.

Dartin, in possess.on of Dartigny 
fortune, has to pay Haverton silence 
money. On Stella’s birthday Baxenter 
gives her the Dartigny locket. Stella s 
mother recognizes the crest it bears 
as the* same as that on a ring handed 
down from Stella’s great-grandmother, 

Dartigny.

cause

convoca-

the long lost Sylvia 
Baxenter, his suspicions aroused, ac
cepts Dartin’s invitation to Adderbury 
Towers. On the hall table ready for 
the pest, Baxenter notices an envelope 
in the same handwriting as the scrap 
of paper picked up in Mortimer Ter
rait*. Haverton, unobserved, was 
watching Baxent 
scoundrels are on their guard.

sufficiently vitriolic once.

was

er, and the two
the Substance. This is espe-

- CHAPTER XVII.—(Cont’d.)
Then as day followed day and 

weeks grew into months and no 
tion was made in the press of its 
discovery, Dartin put it from bis 
mind, telling himself that in those 
hours he had spent in the darkened 
room, the memory of which 
blurred and indistinct, he must have 
destroyed it. He did not remember 
having done so, but it ^was hardly 
likely he would have passed it over. 
Ms conviction grew upon him as 
time passed, until he accepted it as a 
certainty, and it was a rude awaken
ing that he had received this summer 
afternoon.

He glanced at the cjock cn the desk. 
He must compose himself and pre
pare to receive his guests. He knew 
by late experience that his nerve had, 
as it were, gone out of training, and 
there was an evening before him in 
which his nerve would be taxed to 
the uttermost.

In half an hour Robert Baxenter 
would be waiting in the library with 
the other guests and he must not be 
allowed to suspect anything. Every
thing must appear to be as it was 
before Eddie had happened so oppor
tunely upon Robert in the hall, and 
had witnessed the episode of the let
ter basket.

Before he left the room, Dartin 
unlocked a drawer at the back of the 
desk, and. reaching far in, drew out 
a little tin case. Iv; >pene<1 this and 
selected a small phial of blu3 glass 
and, carefully reading what was on 
the label, uncorked it. and tipped out 
two tiny gray tabloids, which he 
dropped carefully into his wais-tcoat 
pocket.

asm
ton those who come with knives and 
rifles bristling like a Cossak dress 
parade. This council is for peace.means a

o
Success Nuggets.

Luck never comes to the shirker— 
it always does to the worker.

The present hour is the decisive 
hour, and every day is doomsday.

It is the man who persists in seeing 
his ideal, who ignores obstacles, abso
lutely refuses to see failure, who 
clings to his confidence in victory, 
that wipe out.

Genius has a twin brother by the 
name of Perseverance.

Success is not measured by what a 
man accomplishes, but by the opposi
tion he has encountered and the cour- 

wlth which he has maintained the 
struggle against overwhelming odds.

Don’t waste any time belaboring the 
cause of all your troubles—you’re the 
troubler.

Many men fail because they do not 
see the importance of being kind and 
courteous to the men under them.

Pull on the oar, and not on your

was now

little ammonia or baking soda in

Then treatout the inflammation, 
with a solution of equal parts of 
water and witch hazel or with tinc
ture of arnica in the proportion of 
two teaspoonfuls to a cup of water. 
A night’s treatment should almost 
make the bruise welH Or, if these 
remedies are not at hand, 
part vinegar to three of water.

ser.
They crossed the main kitchen, 

with its shining brass and pewter, and 
passed through the big sculleries and 
stone-flagged bakehouse, stopping at 

door set in an alcove
?thi

He raised a trembling hand to his, 
forehead. The room spun wildly— last before a
the pictures joined the furniture in a! in the further wall. There was a key 
fantastic dance—the green cloth of in the lock, and Dartin turning it,| 
the billiard table seemed to sway and pushed open the door on its creaking 
glide beneath his feet. hinges. Then more steps, and the

And, spinning dizzily on his heel, men were standing in the cool damp- 
Robert Baxenter fell heavily and lay ness of the cellars of Adderbury 
huddled upon the rug before the fire- Towers.
place. Dartin held the lantern up above

The sound of the big front door his head, and the yellow light flicker
closing behind the departing guests ed on the low, groined roof and_on 
sounded through the quiet hall, and the worn and stained pillars which ...
Haverton turned and faced Dartin. supported it. A great rat came from * . . “You must

“And' now,” he said, “for the or- beneath a pile of old casks and scam- Nature does not say. You must 
deaj » pered away between Eddie’s feet; he| not, but she says, If you do, you

Dartin laughed unpleasantly. grave a little gasp of horror as he felt, must pay the price, for I cannot make
“Not necessary. I think, Eddie, my the gross, heavy body of it through it less.” Nature does not argue, 

boy, that Mr. Robert Baxenter won’t his thin dress shoes; then hurried The way to be happy is to take what
cause us any great inconvenience-- after his guide, who was making his you get and do what you can with it.
wait.” The speaker tiptoed back way through one of the dark arches, 
along the hall and stood peering For perhaps a hundred paces they
through the crack of the billiard-room went on in silence, taking little turns . h,-h ipaflprH 0t affairs in
door. “Come,” he added, and beckon- here and there, until they came to The value which leaders of affairs in
ed to Haverton • “friend Robert is what was apparently the last cellar, the British Empire set on forests and 
dead in this act. for Eddie could make out no doorway forestry is shown by the holding of a

The two men entered the room and except that by which they had conference of forest administrators in 
stood looking down at the silent figure entered. London last summer and by the or-

man There was little need^ for Dartin ‘■^-ganizing of associations in the differ- 
say why he had brought Eddie here. Domlnlons and colonies to keep
The T„tu,dWa,!eahnidtnalu°ntii a^lly this subjectt before the people In con

nection with the conference there was 
an exhibition of timber from all parts i 
of the Empire and it was found that
there were opportunities for a most . ,
advantageous exchange of products, more senous than a faint is the mat- 
For instance Canada exports struc- ! ter, recovery will soon follow, 
tural timbers while Australia, New A spasm is distinguished from a 

India, Trinidad, East and faint from the fact that the patient 
jerks spasmodically. In convulsions 
the circulation is much too rapid and

use one
age

For a sprain, heat water as soon as

over the sprain. Continue to heat of wood stiff pasteboard, or■anything 
water and keep up this treatment for which will keep its place straight As 
an hour or two till the danger of Fading for this, use anything soft, 
inflammation appears to be gone. A like cotton or-wool, or a sleeve or 
sprain is a more serious matter than stocking stuffed with moss or grass, 
a broken bone and this treatment will or leaves till something better can be 
often save the patient from becoming found, 
a cripple. As an after treatment ap
ply a solution of vinegar or lemon 
juice or salt. For a knee or ankle 
sprain a stocking may be drawn on 
and filled with hot salt. This is a 
very efficacious remedy. But the hot 
water remedy is the best of all and 
should be used first.

The Necessary Vitamines.
Just what part the subtle vitamines 

play in balancing our daily diet can 
easily be ascertained by looking at the 
great number of anaemic and under
nourished children who lack this im
portant food constituent. Many dis
orders of malnutrition as well as lack 
of sufficient bonemaking material 
clearly tell their tale in the early de
cay of the teeth, bone diseases and 
various tubercular troubles.

This very essential food element is 
found in eggs, milk, fresh dairy but
ter, whole cereals, in leafy vegetables 
and in fresh fruits. The temperature 
necessary for cooking destroys or les
sens the active principles of vitamines 
so that it is necessary to plan the 
daily bill x>f fare with at least one- 
fourth of the food to be eaten raw. 
This can be very easily accomplished 
now that both the fresh fruits and 
green leafy vegetables are abundant

—;—0------------Empire Timber Exhibition.

CHAPTER XVIII.
Drugged.

eha^fdiffeV^Vws —r, on the hearth-rug. The younger

entered he looked up and smiled at j «xin. t>s tv,at you’re muttering strict search was made. This would
him over the cocktail he was mixing| yourself man__what does give the men ample time; for, if due
for the colonel of intemperate habits, ! Venn’—he'sno™"ot—” precautions were taken, it was not
who, newly arrived, stood in an antici- ,;Dead, 'Lord] no| It means t)lat likely that Baxenter's friends would
patory attitude at his eJJ>0'v* and j ujnir ;n the same boat think seriously of his non-appearance

“Colonel Purdon-Mr. Robert Bax;! you and 1, being m mo same^ooat, for<Some day* when it would be too
metemixavoùaonethofnthêseb°B^entCT-This!” and Dartin touched the figure late for the young solicitor to work 

““ *?" CnLk in Canada* ' with his foot, “is better like this them any harm.
I learnt the knack m Canada. I ... thinking out our plans, They made many journeys to andhJder„efWthe nmasteCrm°orf Âdderb^Æt we are to do with ourselves- fro between the cellar and the house,
hand of the master ot Aaaerourx down over there, carrying a few things with which to
tower as he deftly concocted the in- ,, mnko their nrisoner as comfortable as
sidious appetizer, although he told, ™“e. , ... , mhimself that this was probably the| T*je ma*te.r, of, Adderbury .Towers
last time he would dispense hospital-. went round the table and pulled the
ity among these luxurious surround- «.mte wlndows^lookmg

Blit Vivian’s life had developed to >6 room, and Eddie could hear him 
the full the fatalist in him, and living, !p?n,ng to some servant. He turned 
as such men do, on the edge of an >s back on the form by the fireplace, 
eternal volcano, he was ever in read!- and, when Dartin re-entered the room, 
ness for eventualities and prepared locking the door behind him, he found 
to face them. The knowledge he had the man busy with the whisky and 
gained this afternoon was priceless syphon. It did not take a very keen 
fn that it gave him the start of his observer to see that the nerves of Mr. 
adversaries If he must be a fugitive, ' Eddie Haverton were a-jangle 
he would at least be a wealthy one, “Now,” began Dartin "we 11 be
end he would be far away before the undisturbed and can take our time; 
hue and cry was raised against him—, ke 11 be like that for twenty-four 
he would make quite sure of that. j hours at the least.

At the dinner table he was the life1 He dropped down on one knee be
ef the little party, his fund of anec- fore the prostrate figure and ran 
dote, his gift of repartee, had never practiced fingers over his clothes, 
been used to greater advantage, and bringing to light almost immediately 
seldom had host presided over a more the crumpled letter to Eddie s tailor 
sumptuous or well-ordered meal. Even, an<*
Robert, under the influences of the As Dartin s eye fell upon the scTap 
mellow vintages, found himself tak- of paper with it he knew that, he had 
tng a reluctant pleasure in the repast, indeed come to the end of his tether,

The two young men frym Barchest-1 and that the presentment which had 
er who were of the party, frankly en- c°me to him in his study was fully 
joyed themselves. They were decent justified. He looked up with a faint 
enough fellows in their way, with lit- smile on his white face, 
tie to speak of but country pursuits;! Here, Eddie, he said, this be- 
while Colonel Purdon was content to longs to you, I think. Lord! what an

' age it seems since we played that 
game in that baccarat joint in Soho.
That,” and he pointed to the little 
piece of paper, “was my one mistake, 
and, as usual, the one mistake has 
come home to roost. We’ve got to get 
out of this, Eddie—what a pity it’s 
in your writing.”

The other did not answer; he just 
sat down and gazed at the scrawled 
words and numerals, with pendulous 
lip and hands that trembled pitifully.
When Dartin spoke again a decisive 
note had come into his voice, and Ed
die felt that he was again listening to 
the Vivian Renton of other days.

“This man here must never toll his 
tale. You hear me, Haverton- must 

tell—his—tale.

In case of a person fainting the pa
tient is suffering from too little blood 
in the head. Therefore, he should be 
laid flat on his back and kept so that 
the blood may flow back to his head 
and other parts of the anatomy. Cold 
water should be sprinkled on the face 
to stimulate circulation. If nothing

Zealand
West Africa, Borneo, and other col-

«.....  ~ ................. ....onies export tropical and semi-tropical
make their prisoner as comfortable as woods, useful for furniture and cabinet j there is too much blood on the brain, 
possible, consistent with their own work. A report on this exhibition has Therefore, the victim of a spasm 
safety. A rough bed was made up in been made by the officer in charge of I should never be laid down flat but 

corner; and provisions, water and the Canadian exhibit and embodied in I should be supported with his head 
Him Infill snmp davR were nlaced1 * n - » . 1 Dm«nh I g]çyated One in a spasm should be

11

Character Training.
Rogtr W. Babson, the famous sta- 

quickly put into a hot bath and well j tistician, author of the widely read 
rubbed. Except by the advice of 
physician no medicine should be given.

In case of a burn or scald a linen 
rag, saturated with a solution of bak
ing soda, should be applied and kept 
wet. Or better, keep the injury al
ways covered with a rag soaked in 
linseed oil and lime water, mixed 
equal proportions. A bottle of this 
should always be kept in the house 
ready for such an emergency, 
skin has been removed by the bum, 
lay surgical cotton carefully over the 
oil dressing and gently fasten into 
place so that the air may be entirely 
excluded. The dressing of a burn or 
scald should be disturbed no oftencr

candles to last some days were placed' circular No. 12 of the Forestry Branch
of the Department of the Interior. Any 

ma interested citizen who has not yet re- 
the! ceived a copy may secure one free by

on the floor beside it.
Between them they carried the un

conscious form of their guest to his 
new quarters, 
younger man 
set white face with the closed eyes Ottawa, 
that Robert had suddenly taken on 
a great resemblance to his dead cou- ft 
sin. There was the same shapely fore
head showing as the head hung limply 
back, the same sensitive mouth and 
nostrils. Dartin wondered how it was 
he had never noticed these things be
fore.

book, “Foundations of Prosperity” 
has said:

“The great need at the present time 
is not for more railroads, cr for more 
steamships or more factories or more 
cities, but for more character.

“To develop the character, we must 
start in the home, school and church 
when the children are young.”

.-------------------*---------------—
Liniment for Dandruff.

It seemed to „ „
as he looked on the applying to the Director of Forestry,

Don’t estimate your fu
ture by the little troubles 
that confront you now. The 
black clouds which shut out 
your sun, to-day, wil be 
gone to-morrow. Learn to 
look at life at long range 
and put the right value on 
things.

If the Mlnard’s

Cheerfulness.It -was not easy—for, unlike Hubert, 
Robert was a big man—for them to 
make the journey, encumbered as they 
were by the lantern; but at last it 

ended and the drugged man lay

Learn to laugh : a good laugh is bet
ter than medicine.

Learn how to tell a story ; a good 
story, well told, is as welcome as a 
sunbeam in a sick-room.

Learn to keep your own troubles to 
yourself; the world is too Busy to care 
for your ills and sorrows.

Learn to stop croaki ig; if you can
not see any good in the world, keep 
the bad to yourself.

Learn to hide your aches and pains 
under pleasant smiles; no one cares 
to hear whether you have headaches, 
earaches, or rheumatism.

Learn to meet your friends with a

was
stretched out upon the pile of rugs, 
which formed the bed.

(To be continued.)

Dropping With a ParachuteInsect Samsons.
If a man could jump as far as a flea 

in proportion to his size, he could 
over the dome of a

parachute that is on the outside of the 
pack. This instantly catches the air. 
thereby exerting a pull which yanks 
the big parachute out of the pack.

On reaching the ground the man re
leases himself from the waist-belt by 
a touch on the aforementioned snap- 
catch. It is necessary that he should 
be able to do this, because otherwise, 
it. a strong breeze were blowing, he 
would be liable to be dragged over 
the ground by the parachute. From
the straps about his shoulders he is i ^jjOVe an give pleasure ; lose no 
able easily to disengage himself by | chance giYlng pleasure, 
wriggling out of them. I you wm pass through this world but

In experimental try-outs of various ' Qnce 
kinds it Is customary for the jumper ^uy good thing, therefore, that you 
to equip himself with both the ap- cau d()j or any kindness that you can 
proved apparatus and the pack under gjlow to any human being, you had 
trial. On dropping from aloft he lets 1 
loose the trial pack and counts j 
seconds—one, two, three.

Parachute jumping was originally a 
“stunt” pure and simple, practiced 
from balloons for the amusement of 
gaping multitudes. To-day it is an im
portant part of war practice work, and 

such has been scientifically de

can
leap with ease 
cathedral.
common grasshopper, two or 
bounds would take him in a twinkling 
from his office to his house.

A flea suspended in a minute sling 
will grasp a match-stick and juggle 
with it as though it were a mere noth
ing. Were a man equally strong he 
could toy with a giant forest tree 
weighing five or six tons.

The ant thinks nothing of dragging 
a piece of wood fifty times his own 
weight ; while If he falls off a leaf a 
hundred times his own height from 
the ground, he does not hurt himself.

If our appetite were as great as 
those of caterpillars we should each 
require more than a ton of food every 
week.

Could we but learn all .that the bee 
knows about flying, we might soar in
to the air in aeroplanes whose wings 
were no more than four feet across, 
and whose engines were no stronger 
than those of motor cycles.

Were be is agile as the 
three

the whitest, lightest smile; a good-humored man or woman 
is always welcome, but the dyspeptic 
is not wanted anywhere.

Don’t cry; tears do we'.! enough In 
! novels, but are out of place in real 
; life.

veloped.
When an observation balloon is set 

on fire by incendiary bullets—as often 
happens In war—the only chance for 
the men In the basket (usually two) 
is to jump. Their gas bag is 100(Tfeet 
up, or higher, in the air, and they 
must depend upon their parachutes, 
which are strapped on their bodies all 
ready for such an emergency, to land 
them safely on the ground.

I LB.

in full flight by 
enemy fire is a mishap more or'less 
likely to overtake any lighting aviator 
at any time; but, while his machine 
may buret into flames or crash, he has 

good chajicfi. of escaping bodily harm 
if provided with a parachute.

The chute (as it is called) is of light 
and very strong silk. The harness is 
of straps that pass over the shoulders 
and under the arms, and which are 
supplemented by a waist belt that has 
an ingenious snap-catch. The chute 
is folded compactly in the pack, which 
is fastened to the back of the wearer.

When he drops from aloft he jerks 
a “pilot cord,” which opens a tiny

To be disabledHe Knows—never— 
everything and-—”

But the other was on his feet at 
this, speaking with sudden energy.

“I’ll have no more murder—no 
more murder! It’s too horrible! One’s 
enough—”

Dartin’s eyes glinted dangerously.
“You’ll have what I say—it’s his 

life or odrs!”
“Ours?” Eddie’s voice was falsetto. 

“Yours, you mean, 
clean—I didn't go back to the house 
that night—I-----”

Dartin lit a cigarette and looked 
oddly through the blue smoke at his 
companion.

“As I remarked just.-nQg*_Eddie» 
what a' pity it’s in your handwriting.”

The «crap of paper had! fluttered to

4
better do it now; do not defer or neg
lect it.

For you will not pass this way again.By that
time he has fallen 400 feet. If the 
parachute has failed to check his des
cent he pulls the cord of the other 
pack. Or he may do (he same thing 
if he seems to be dropping too fast. jj

experiments of the fleet to 
sort dummy men are fastened to the 
packs under trial: or it may be 
weights. One idea suggested was to 
attach inflated leather bags to the feet 
of the jumper to lessen the shock 
when he landed, but this was iwt 
deemed worth while.

B Used Autosri-'

6REULKHY 8BLL8 THEM; USED

muds distance If yon wish, in 
d order as purchased, or purehaaa 
□e refunded.
RING mechanic of your own 
to look them over, or “Itue te 

e any oar to city representattre foe 
Dec tion. Very large stock always o»

P(I1VÏÏ Sometimes in
My hands are

King George was bom at Marlbor
ough House and Queen Mary at Ken
sington Palace; they are believed to 
be the first pair of Londoners by birth 
to share the throne.

gNTAlNS *OM*5
Break./*» Uwd Car Market

SOS I«W
Minard’s Uniment for Burn», etc.
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